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Zoom Out Identification and Creation Object Number 1960.190 Title Bahram Gur Fights Horned Wolf (Painting, Verso; Text, Recto), Illustrated folio of The Great Ilkhanid Shahnama (Book of Kings) Manuscript Other Titles series / book title: Shahnama Classification Manuscripts Type Manuscript Fscript Fscript Fscript. 1335 Location:
Middle East, Iran, Tabriz Period Ilkhanid Period Culture Persian Permanent Reference Physical Descriptions Medium Ink, Color, Gold, and Silver on Paper Dimensions Folio: 41.5 x 30 cm (16 5/16 x 11 13/16 in.) The Legacy of Provenance Abby Aldrich Rockefeller, New York, NY (until 1948); to the Fogg Art Museum, 1960. Acquisition
and rights credit line at Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Bequest abby Aldrich Rockefeller Accession Year 1960 Object Number 1960.190 Chapter of Asian and Mediterranean Art Contact am_asianmediterranean@harvard.edu Harvard Art Museums to promote the use of images found on this site for personal, non-
commercial use, including for educational and scientific purposes. To request a higher-resolution file for this image, submit an online request. Description This folio is a text from a celebrated copy known as the Great Ilkhanid Shahnama, one of the most complex masterpieces of Persian art. Due to his lavish production, it is believed to
have been commissioned by a high-ranking member of Ilkhanid Court and produced a forensic scriptorium. Fifty-seven surviving illustrations reflect intense interest in historical chronicles and an experimental approach to ilkhanid period painting (1256–1335). Eclectic paintings reveal the cosmopolitanism of Ilkhanid's trial in Tabriz, which
was tangled with merchants, missionaries and diplomats, from as far away as Europe and China. Here, King Bahram Gur of Iran wears clothes made of European fabric to kill a towering horned wolf in an environment marked by Chinese landscape painting conventions. Journal of History by Maurice Sven Dimand, head of Islamic
miniature painting and book lighting exhibition, exh. Cat. (Portland, ME, 1933), 10 e. de Lorey, L'Ecole Tabriz: l'islam aux prises avec la Chine, Revue des Arts Asiatiques (1935 January 1), vol. IX, p. 35, plates XIV Doris Brian, Miniature Cycle Reconstruction Demotte Shah-Nameh, Ars Islamica, Freer Gallery of Art / Smithsonian Institution
and University of Michigan (1 January 1939), vol. 6(2), p. 97-112, No. 53, fig. 26 Ivan Stchoukine, Les peintures du Shan-nameh Demotte, Arts Asiatiques (1958), Vol. V, pp. 83-96 Eric Schroeder, Mrs. Rockefeller miniatures at Fogg, Connoisseur (August 1961), vol. 148, p. 70-75, fig. MA, 1964) Ernst Grube, Islamic World (New York, NY,
1966), p. 61, fig. 37 J.B. Travis, Ardawan and Adrashir Battle of Demotte Shah-Nameh, Art Quarter (Spring 1968), Vol. XXXI, No. 1, p. 63-75, Figure 8. Kristin A. Mortimer and William G. Klingelhofer, Harvard University Art Museums: Guide to Collections, Harvard University Art Museums and Abbeville Press (Cambridge and New York,
1986), page 72, Figure 75 sheila Blair and Jonathan Bloom, Art and Architecture of Islam: 1250 - 1800 (New Haven, CT, 1994), Fig. 31. Robinson, Harvard Art Museums: 100 Years of Collecting, by Ed James Cuno, Harvard University Art Museums and Harry N. Abrams, Inc. (Cambridge, MA, 1996), page 128-129 at Harvard University
Art Museums, masterpieces of world art: Fogg Art Museum, Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Busch-Reisinger Museum, 1997 Jonathan Bloom and Sheila Blair, Islam: A Thousand Years of Faith and Power, Yale University Press (New Haven, 2002) Linda Komaroff, ed., Chingischan Legacy: Courtesy Art and Culture in West Asia, 1256-1353,
exh. cat., Yale University Press (New Haven, CT, 2002), p155, Fig. pp257, 58 David Roxburgh, Micrographia: Link Visual Logic of Persianate Painting, Islamic Arts (Spring 2003), p. 14, fig.2 Exhibition history arabic and Persian painting, Fogg Art Museum, Cambridge, 02/10/1981 - 03/09/1981 Portrait in Iran and India, Fogg Art Museum,
Cambridge, 12/09/1983 - 02/01/1984 Miscellaneous are their shades: Animals of Art, Harvard Art University Museums, Misty Art Museum, Cambridge, 12/18/1984 - 02/09/1985 Paintings Princes: Islamic Book Art, Harvard University Art Museums, Cambridge, 01/27/1990 - 03/25/1990 Transformations: Asia East and West Harvard,
University Art Museums, Cambridge, 1992-19-19 - 02/14/1993 Qingischan's Legacy: Courtly Art and Culture 1256-1353 (The), Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 10/28/2002 - 02/16/2003; Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles County Museum of Art 04/13/2003 - 07/27/2003 32Q: 2550 Islam, Harvard Art Museums,
Cambridge, 11/16/2014 - 05/14/2015 Topics and Contexts Highlights Collection Google Art Project This entry has been viewed by curators but may not be exhausted. Our records are often reviewed and improved. For more information, please contact the Asia-Mediterranean Arts Department am_asianmediterranean@harvard.edu If you
see this post, it means that we are having trouble loading external resources on our website. If you are behind the web filter, make sure that the domains *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org are unblocked. Two or more matrices can be added or subtracted if and only if they have the same order. Note: If the order of these arrays is not the
same then, we can not add these arrays. Question 1: Add these arrays. Question 2: Add the following arrays. Question 3: Subtract these matrices. Question 4 :Assume that there is an A + B + C amount. We also know that has 2 rows and C has 3 columns. What can we say about matrix B? Question 5 :Given that where O is 2x2 zero
matrix, find x.Question 6 :Given that you find x, y, z, a and b values. Question 1: Solution : Question 2: Find the sum of these matrices Solution : Question 3: Subtract these matrices. Solution : Question 4: Assume that there is an A+B+C amount. We also know that has 2 rows and C has 3 columns. What can we say about matrix B?
Solution: If there are A + B + C, the arrays A, B and C must be the same. In general, matrix order = m x nm - Number of rows and number of n - columnsFrom specified information,Matrix row number A = 2 Matrix columns number = 3BA and C should be 2 x 3, then matrix B will also have the same order. Thus, the order matrix B is a
question of 2 x 3.5:Given that where O is 2x2 zero matrix, find x.Solution: a-6 = 0a = 6 b+8 = 0b = -8 c+6 = 0c = -6 d+5 = 0d = -5 question 6:Considering to find x values y, z, a and b.solution :P rided by corresponding terms, we get x = 7+11x = 18 y = -5+9y = 4 z = 10+11z = 21 a = 5+6a = 11 b = 5+2b = 7So, x values, y, z, a and b are
18, 4, 21, 11 and 7 respectively. In addition to the above, if you need any other things in math, please use our Google custom search here. If you have feedback on the content of our maths, please email us: v4formath@gmail.comWe always appreciate your feedback.  You can also visit these websites for different subjects of math. 
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problems comparing ratesValue conventional units word problems Conversion metric units word problemsWord problems simple interest word problems composite interestWord problem types angles Supplements and additional angles word problems Double facts word ometry word problemsSprotecting word problems Profit and loss
word problems Marking and marking word problems Decimal word problemsSbox problems fractionsLament problems mixed fractrionsOne step equation word problemsBret inequality word problemsRatio and proportions of word problemsTime and working word problemsLad problem sets and veno chartsWord problems
agesPythagorean theorem word problemsPercent number word problemsLaching problems due to continuous speedSheet problems at average speed Word problems with triangular angle totals are 180 degreesOTHER TOPICS Profit and loss linksPercentagetimes shortcut shortcutsTimes, speed and distance keyboard shortcutsRatio
and proportions keyboard shortcutsDomain and range of rational functionsDomain and range of rational functions with holesBusiness functions graphVersions of rational functions with holesCollection repeat decimals to fractionsDecimal mapping rational numberFind square root using long divisionL.C.M method to solve time and work
problemsTransaction of word problems algebraic expressionRent, when 2 power 256 is divided by 17Rent, when the power of 17 23 is divided by 16Sum all three digits the number divided by 6Sum all three digits of the number divided 7Sum all three digits divides 8Sum by all three digits of the number formed using 1, 3, 4Sum all three
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